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The Solar System 



Comets 

 



Comet Sublimation 

Comets release dust due to solar heating 

Long Period Comets 

 Originally form in the 

Oort cloud 



Asteroids 





Asteroid Collision 



"The light at its brightest was considerably fainter than the brighter 

portions of the milky way... The outline generally appeared of a  

parabolic or probably elliptical form, and it would seem excentric 

as regards the sun, and also inclined, though but slightly to the ecliptic." 

 -- Captain Jacob 1859 

Zodiacal Light 



Pluto – the first Kuiper Belt Object 

Clyde Tombaugh 



Beyond Neptune 
 1930: Frederick Leonard wondered whether "in Pluto 

there has come to light the first of a series of ultra-
Neptunian bodies, the remaining members of which 
still await discovery but which are destined eventually 
to be detected".  

 1943: Kenneth Edgeworth proposed that  
the region beyond Neptune would have been  
too sparsely populated at the beginning of  
the Solar System for any planets to form and  
so would contain many smaller planetesimals. 

 1951: Gerard Kuiper proposed a similar disc  
beyond Neptune, however he felt that it  
would not exist today as the planetesimals  
would have been cleared by Pluto. 



Detection of the Second Kuiper Belt 

Object (KBO) 

 In August 1992, after 

five years of searching, 

the first KBO for 62 

years was discovered 

by Dave Jewitt and 

Jane Luu and is known 

as: (15760) 1992 QB1. 



Kuiper Belt 

Over a 1000 KBOs have now been 

detected. 



Extrasolar Systems 



IRAS 

 Launched in 1983 

 Infrared, all-sky 

survey 

 Imaged the sky at 

12, 25, 60 and 100 

micrometer 

wavelengths 



Atmospheric Transmission  Much of the spectrum where debris discs 

are easiest to detect is only visible from 

space. 



Backman & Paresce 1993 

"The Big Three" 

1984: The Vega Phenomenon 

Wavelength (microns) 



1984: The Vega Phenomenon 

Almost 3 times the distance of Neptune from the Sun. 

Discovered before the Kuiper Belt. 



1984: The Vega Phenomenon 



Smith & Terrile 1984 

Beta Pic was the Rosetta Stone Debris Disc 

for 15 years >300 refereed papers 

The Disc of Beta Pictoris 



Amateur Observation 

http://www.pbase.com/rolfolsen/beta_pictoris 



Lifetimes 

 Dust removal 

lifetimes are 

much shorter 

than the age of 

the star. 

 Dust is being 

replenished -> 

“debris”. 



Hubble Space Telescope 



IR Space Missions 

Spitzer (2003-08) 

  85 cm 

  +5 years warm 
 

 

AKARI (2006-07) 

  67 cm 

  +3? years warm 

 

ISO (1995-

98) 

  60 cm  



Age Dependence 

Brightness declines with age as 

planetesimals are ground down by collisions 



Herschel Space Observatory 

 ESA-led mission  

NASA 

contributions 

 Launched May 

2009 

 3.5m mirror 

 Spectral range: 55 

-672 μm 

 Located at L2 



Resolved Discs 



Exoplanets 



Exoplanets 

 1992: first planets 

to be discovered 

were around a 

pulsar - PSR 

1257+12. 

 

 1995: first planet 

discovered around 

a main-sequence 

star – 51 Pegasi. 



~50% of stars 

have planets 



Directly Imaged Planets 

Fomalhaut 

Kalas et al. 2008 

HR 8799 

Marois et al. ’08,’10 

Beta Pic 

Lagrange et al. 2009 



Spitzer: Debris Disc – Planet 

Connection 
Multiple planet systems that also have debris discs (Moro-Martin et al. 2010) 

Gray lines are the 

locations of planetesimal 

belts that could be inferred 

from Spitzer data, but 

need spatially resolved 

images to pin down the 

correct inner and outer belt 

boundaries. 



Evolution of the Solar System 



Future Observations 



ALMA 



ALMA 



JWST and SPICA 



Questions? 


